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AlJSTRACT 
A seven-degree-of-freedom nonlinear mathematical model of a 

human bod)' and a restraint system (lap belt or combination of lap 
belt and shoulder restraint) has been formulated, and a digital com
puter calculation has been programmed, for purposes of investigat
ing the d )'namic behavior of automobile restraint systems. The 
:~ystrm response is calculated in the form of time histories of the 
forces, accelerations, velocities, and displacements at various 
poiells in the dynamic system for either: 1) an experimental or 
idt·alizcd time history of vehicle deceleration, entered as a forcing 
function, or 2) deceleration by a specified form of vehicle-stopping 
mechanism. 

A lack of detailed parameter and test data has prevented com
plete validation of the model; however, comparisons between cal
culated (estimated parameters) and experimental (from the litera
ture) responses indicate a good agreement. 

Major S}'Stem parameters (e.g., belt properties, stopping distance, 
ctcccleration pulse shape, etc.) have been varied to explore their 
rllt·rts on restraint system performance, and preliminary conclusi
un .1re presented. 

FOREWORD 

M N\ pc·rsons may pose the question, why, at this late stage 
111 tlu• dt·vc-lopment of automobile passenger restraint systems, is 
11 thuuHht llt.'C'Cssary to devote attention to detailed analytical treat-
111'.." 111 ul llu· dynamics of these systems? 



Although much excellent experimental a11d IIIIHI}' IIl ,d wurk has 
been done on passenger-restraint systems,,, g1c'.ll clt·. ll uf t'III!Jil'Kism 
also exisl'> and several aspects of pcrfortuann• ~>pre If 11 .1uons <Uld 
acceptance testing remain controversial. A romplt•tt H'~olution of 
existing controversy is made difficult by: I) tlw tt•sponsc com
plexity produced by system nonlinearitics, 2) widt• variations in 
test can results, and 3) the wide range of variati01 1s that exist in 
impact conditions, passenger size and weigh t, and automobile 
compartment space. 

The analytical study described in this papc1· was performed to 
advance understanding of the system dynamics, with nonlineru:ities 
included, ru1d thereby to provide insight regarding the relative 
importance of restraint system pru:ameters. This form of analytical 
app1'0ach, although suffering slightly in realism when compru:ed 
with the more elaborate cru:t experiments, has the advantage of 
providing a general, theoretical frame of references for correlating 
experimental results obtained with diverse test procedures. It also 
provides a research tool that can be manipulated quickly, easily, 
and at low cost, to examine the effects of a wide range of trial 
modificat.ions in individual system elements under identical im
pact conditions. 

This study was performed in parallel with an investigation by 
the Subcommittee on Dynamic Testing of the SAE Motor Vehicle 
Scat Belt 'ommittee, to provide guidance in its deliberations con
cerning: 1) fundamental differences in the results obtained by 
static and dynamic testing, and 2) the possible need for dynamic 
ncccptance testing of seat belts. It is hoped that the study will 
.dso be of general use to the lru:ge community of scientists and 
engineers engaged in reseru:ch and development for improved 
automobile passenger-restraint systems. 

(TL1c Automotive Crash Injury Research {ACIR) project of 
Cornell Ac.-onautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, Kew York, is 
supported by funds from the U.S. Public Health Service, Grant 

<: 00101-01 , from the Division of Accident Prevention, Bureau 
uf Stalt• Servin·~ •. lncl the utomobilc Manufacturers Association, 
IIH .) 
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INTRODUC I'ION 

In actual use, automobile seat belts and harnesses must function 
under conditions of dynamic loading. Therefore, a rational selec
tion of acceptance test conditions or system performance specifi
cations for optimum protection of the passenger requires a com
plete understanding of applied loads and system response dynamics. 

Restraint system dynamics are often investigated by means of 
a physical simulation of collision loading, using anthropometric 
dummies in actual vehicle collisions or in cru:t tests. This type 
of reseru:ch has produced a lru:ge amount of information about the 
dynamics of discrete systems under particuJru: test conditions; how
ever, the experimental results lack generality. Vru:iations in equip
ment and procedures prevent a direct correlation of the results 
obtained by different investigators. Also, there is a lack of agree
ment on the procedures, equipment and instrumentation required 
for a realistic and repeatable simulation. 

Factors that in.ftuence both the overall system performance and 
the repeatability of physical simulations include the following: 

a) Vehicle (or cru:t) speed. 
b) Stopping distance. 
c) Wave form of vehicle deceleration. 
d) Cart weight (effects of dummy-to-cart interactions). 
e) Size and weight of dummy. 
f ) Degree of sophistication in dummy. 
g) Degree of joint fixation (restraint) in dummy. 
h) Seat construction. 
i) Slack in belts. 

Questions have also been raised regarding the existence of signi
ficant vru:iations between static and dynamic properties of webbing 
materials, and the effects of such vru:iations on system response. 

Specific webbing properties of interest ru:e: 1) the maximum 
load capacity, 2) the dynamic load elongation for increasing load, 
and 3) hysteresis. 

Even if a generally acceptable physical simulation is developed 
for purposes of research and the development of specifications, a 
point of controversy will remain regru:ding the need for elaborate 
dynamic, as opposed to static, production-type acceptance tests 
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ol the belts themselves. lt is obviOtiS tlt 11 ·' 11 fllllliun 111 tlw prob
kllls associated with a realistic- ami n·pc II tlolt• d " "1111 physical 
~1111ulation procedure, and a dctcmun:ttllllt nl till' '"'~"" (or lack 
UJ' need) for dynamic acceptance tests, II'IJIIIII II 11 t 1.11 iJtt ;tliOn Of 

the' drnamics of restraint systems. 
Tlte development of a general mathemat 1< .tl lltudc·l lutd :-o itself 

to adva ncing the understanding of se\ c·1.JI lu1111 ~ ol n·straint 
syste •n~. and for this reason, an ana l} tit ,,J ill\l'llllp,.tllllll, with 
major nonlinearities included, was considc·rc•d ltJ lw t I tl' 1110!>l 

l1uitful undertaking at this stage of restr<~ int ~y~ tc·111 • lc·vc·Jop11tc••1t. 

OBJECTIVES 
lu , icw of the system complexity, the objectives or th<' ;uwl >rsis 

c·tuployecJ in this initial phase of the study program have been: 
1) to cJc,·clop by means of appropriate simplifying assumptions, 
the simplest and most general mathematical model capable of 
pmducing correla tion of major responses \Vi th the results of experi
IIH'Itls, in which anthropometric dummies (a first approximation 
ul Ill(' human body) ha,·e been used, 2) to apply such a first
appro,imation mathematical model in an investigation of funda
ltH'Illal points of present controversy (e.g., load elongation of 
\H·I>bing, stopping distance for test cart. wave form of test cart 
dl't ·t·lcration, etc.), 3) to determine both the feasibility and the 
tllility of Ol more sophisticated model, and 4) to develop methodoi
IIJ.\Y and parmncter data that may be useful in related studies. 

l'he major part of this initial phase of the study has been devoted 
tu t II<' lap bell because of its relative simplicity, the more widespread 
ttst· of la p hclts in the l:nited Stales, and the greater availability 
ul cxp<·riuwlllal data. However, the developed model includes the 
sunulatwn of a shoulder restraint that is either isolated from the 
l.1p lwlt , or allowed to equalize tension with the lap belt through 
1 '~lip joi11 t connec-tion. 

METHOD 
\ c·,c·n-dcgrcc-of-freedom. nonlinear mathematical model of a 

lu1ut.t11 lmd\' and rcslratnt system (lap belt, or combination of 
ltp IJt II o111d slwuld<·r restraint) on a test cart (or vehicle) has been 
1111 11111L1tt't I, Figur<' I, anu a digital computer calculation has been 
Jlllll(l.lllllllt'd for 11\0 fCH'IUS Of Lime-history solu tions. 

~--:>." 

0 

Figure 1. Mathematical model of human body and restraint system on test cart 
{seven degrees of freedom). 

In the first form. where dummy-to-cart interactions are sirnu
laLed, the free response of the complete seven-degree-of-freedom 
system is determined. A general form of cart-stopping mechanism, 
that responds to the velocity and displacement of the cart, decel
erates the system from an initial velocity. \tVith this form of solution, 
the adequacy of a cart and its stopping mechanism for simulation 
of actual vehicle collisions can be evaluated. 

In the second form of solution, the forced response of the six
degree-of-freedom articulated body, restrained by the belts, is 
determined with an experimental or idealized time history of can 
(or vehicle) deceleration serving as the forcing function. 

The model illustrated in Figure 1 includes the effects of major 
srstem nonlinearities, such as varying belt angulari ty. slack, seat 
cushion deflection and friction, nonlinearity in belt load elongation, 
and variations in the effective inertia of lhe articulated body. A 
detailed theoretical formulation is presented in Ref. 13. 

Tltt· system response is calculated in the form of time histories 
of dt<' foiiO\·ving items: 
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a) Body orientation and positi011 t~·l.111 ' c· to tlw 'c•l1id <• (or test 
cart). 

b) H orizontal and vert.icaJ compolWIIl Ill oil ( (II' .Ilion and 
velocity at the hip. 

c) :t-,[agnitude and direction of accTI<-r:111011 .1t ,, I{C'IIt<ral point 
on the torso centerline. 

d) Belt forces and angularities. 
1·) F•·iclion force on the seat cushion. 
f) Vehicle (or test cart) acceleration, velocity. ;111d displace-

nlcnt. 
g) (:art-stopping force. 
It) J oillt-restTaining couples at hip and knees. 
i) Restraining moment of the seat cushion on the upper· leg . . 

Tile development of the calculation procedure has required that 
tlw human body. restraining belts, automobile seat, and test can 
(i l' rull by-passed by direct tabular entry of vehicle deceleration 
d.1t;t) be simulated by mathematical equations. As indicated pre
' 1nthl}'. the analysis philosophy employed in this study has been 
Ill dc\clop, by means of appropriate simplifying a"ssumptions, the 
~; 111 plest and most general mathematical model capable of pro
dtwin~ correlation with major system responses. The system com
plexity has therefore been reduced by eliminating those degrees 
ol' freedom and system parameters that are considered to be of 
<;t•c ·ondcu·y importance in determining the major system responses, 
and hy introducing simplified representations of the dynamic 
1 h:11 actcristics of various system components. The major simpli-
1') i 11g ussumptions a rc presented and discussed in t.be following: 

Simulation of Human Body 
T his initial mathematical model has been aimed at a simulation 

uf 111 i1JOI system responses. rather than a detailed treatment of 
thl' lumnc·rhauical t:haracterist.ics of the human body. The body 
1 , tiH·n·forc. treated as an articulated assembly of r igid-mass seg
IIIC' II1 s, with dimensions and inertias that are sufficiently repre
•t'tH ctiiH' In provide characteristic motions of the torso and extrem
tlll' lm put-poses of determining vehicle clearances and body 
.u • c•lc-t 11ion vectors. 

l 'hc ~>Jlii Hiated l>od ) consists of four rigid segments connected 
"' pi11 )Wil l s, tl 1.11 .we fixcu in lh<' segments, with a total of six 

u 

1>£( ,.._ru, 1 • 
CIH•l [10• i, - e1 > o] -. 

U OI.E l nv£111 IIPP£l 
u e Lowtl LU, 12 ... &3 
(~EGltEll 

FOI i 3 - t2 ' 0, T = 0 

Figure 2. Knee-stopping cou ple. 

\ 

degrees of freedom, Figure 1. Reverse bending of the kne~ is pre
ven ted by a knee stop, Figure 2, and muscular restra.mts are 
simulated by constant restoring couples. 

It is recognized that rigid segments with fixed-position pivots 
constitute a crude approximation of the human body. However, 
within the scope of the stated objectives of this study, sufficient 
detail can be obtained to permit clarification of certain funda
mental points of controversy regarding belt characteristics and 
dynamic test procedures. Previous analyses with similar objectives 
(8, 10, 15) have developed linear approximations of the system 
w:i.th from one to three degrees of freedom. 

A secondary objective has been the determination of both the 
feasibility and the utility of a nonlinear representation, with 
solutions in the form of detailed time histories. With the developed 
methodology, the incorporation of additional degrees of freedom 
and sophistication (e.g., head movement relative to torso, torso 
bending, lower arm, foot restraint on floor, movement of internal 
organs, variable muscular restraint of joints, indirect path of 
webbing, seat mo\·ements, etc.) appears to be limited more by 
the lack of biomecha.nical parameter data than by the obvious 
analytical complications. 

Restrainin g Belt Forces 
The individual belt forces, and the cart-stopping force are 

treated as aeneral p olynomial functions of deflection and the 
t> • • 

velocity of deflection for increasing loads and as parabolic fw1ct1ons 
of deflection for decreasing loads, Figure 3. The effects of body 
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DEfl(CriO. AT 
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r igure 3. General form of belt and can-stopping forces. 

tit-formations, and of deflections in the vehicle structure supporting 
tlu· h<"ll anchorage points, are assumed to be included, so that the 
lattt·d mathematical representations of the belts are composite 
lo.td· t·longation relationships. This analytical treatment was em
pin\ c•d to permit the application of: 1) experimental load-elonga
laull d J ta for belt loops and 2) idealized belt characteristics. 

Ill<' parabolic representations of unloading characteristics are 
drtnuunecl by specified (input data) ratios of: 1) conserved energy 
to mH:X1111Urn absorbed energy, and 2) final elongation to maximum 
t•luttA<Hion for the belt loop. Published load-elongation curves 
kitlwr ulcasured or "typical" ) for webbing materials (1, 10, 14, 
11), indica!<' a generally parabolic form of the unloading curve. 
\l'itl, the 1960 German Test Specification (10) and the specifica-

1!1111 bt•ing prepared by the Economic Commission for Europe (17) 
1111 lmk tests of energy absorption and of permanent elongation. 
' llwl<'lu a·<·. it appeared desirable to incorporate a parabolic un
lu.ad in~ characteristic, in which the energy absorption and the 
Jlf'l'lll.111t'nl elongation could be independently specified, for pur
pmt·~ ur p<.~ramctcr studies. 

\ pt'O\'Jsion is made in the simulation for recurrent loading of 
thr belts, Figure 4 . When recurrent loading takes place, the 
tt •uclu.tl dongatio n from each cycle is added to the belt slack for 
11h t·qllt'll l <') rlcs. If the belt unloading between cycles is incom

plt•t• . ,, v.•lnc of belt slack is determined such that the new loading 
1 "' w wtll pa~s t hmngh Lhe final point on the preceding unloading 
• Ill \I 

CASE (I): SECOICO "ClE STUlTS BEFORE 
COMPLETE UI LOADIMG OF BELT 

CUE ( 2): Stto•o CYCLE SlU TS AFTEJt 
CON'L£TE UU0.\01.8 Of BELT 

u l -1 ,0) 

Figure 4. Load-elongation for belt with recurren t loading. 

Au tomotive Seat 

.i. l = o 

1 , = 0 

The vertical load produced by the seat cushion is represented 
by two separate forces, Figure 5. The primary force, a nonlinear 
function of vertical cushion deflection, is assumed to act vertically 
through the hip. The secondary force, a linear function of vertical 
deOection of the front edge of the seat cushion, acts vertically at 
lhe front edge o r the seat cushion. The secondary force was intro-
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v. 

Figure 5. Seat cushion reSLraint of upper leg. 

cluccd to provide an approximate simulation of the restraint of 
an~ular deflections of the upper legs (about the hip pi\·ot) that is 
produced by the seat cushion. 

I >uring forward motion of the hip, prior to the peak belt loading, 
lht• simplifying assumption, whereby the resultant dynamic seat 
l'ot cc acts vertically through the hip, appears to be reasonable. 
Following the peak belt load, the torso rotates rapidly about the 
hip, as the hip slides back relative to the seat. During the latter 
lltotion, muscular r estraint in the hip produces angular deflection 
ul 1 he upper leg. Fot· a realistic simulation, a resistance to this 
"PIX'I'·k g deflection must be provided b y the seat cushion. 

OMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS 
AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

' Jiw comparisons presented cannot be interpreted as a complete 
... llld.ttion of the mathematical model, since some of the parameter 
d:H,I Wl'n: cslim <~ lcd. i\.l$0, variations of the estimated parameters 
\\t' tc c·mplov<'<l to achieve the degree of agreement in response 
o;ho\.\ 11 111 Figun.·s 6 through 1 0. The comparisons, therefore, 
d<'llltlll~l l rll (' only tll(' fact that the mathematical model is capable 
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Figure 6. Comparison of experimental* and calculated system responses. (Experi
mental time-history of passenger compartment deceleration used as input for 

calculation, system parameters estimated.) 

of responding like the physical system, with parameter data that 
is considered to be realistic. 

In Figure 6, calculated time histories of: 1) the horizontal 
positi•m of lht hip, t·elative to the seat; 2) the loop load of the 
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the author.) 

lap belt, and 3) the upper torso posture angle, are compared with 
experimental data for an anthropometric dummy located in a rear 
seat dm·ing an actual head-on vehicle collision (18). The experi
mental time history of passenger compartment deceleration was 
used for the forcing funcrion in the calculation . I n Figure 7, the 
calculated position and orientation of the articulated body are 
shown at various values of time throughout the collision for 
further comparison \\ith the experimemal data in Figure 8 . 
Detailed parameter data for the specific dummy, belt '"ebbing, 
seat cushion, and the initial side-view angle of the lap belt could 
not be obtained during the course of this tudy. It was, therefore, 
necessary to estimate parameters on the ba is of t}rpical data from 
several sources (see Appendix) . 

In Figure 9, calculated time histories of: 1) the loop load of the 
lap bell; 2) the resultant chest acceleration, and 3) the component 
of chest acceleration perpendicular to the centerline of the torso 
arc compared with experi mental data from a cal"t test (16). The 
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experimental time history of cart deceleration, Figure 10, was used 
for the forcing function in the calculation. In this case, a lack of 
experimental data for the position and orientation of the dummy 
is a handicap in evaluating the results. 

To obtain the two closely spaced peaks in the calculated belt 
load in Figure 9, it was found necessary to simulate an extremely 
stiff seat cushion and, also, a relatively stiff (low-elongation} belt. 
The simulated stiff seat cushion apperu·s to be realistic, however, 
since the test employed an aircraft type seat with a cushjon thick-
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Figure 10. I mpact forces for dummy rest at 20.2 m.p.h. impact velocity. {Re
printed fron: Ryan, 1962, by permission of the author.) 

ness of only one inch. The actual belt characteristics are not 
available. 

I n the comparison of calculated and experimental chest accel
eration, it should be noted first that an eighteen-inch distance 
between the hip and the " accelerometer" was used in both the 
test and the calculation. It is seen in Figure 9, that the calculated 
magnitude of the resultant chest acceleration agrees more closely 
with the experimental "horizontal" chest acceleration. This may 
be due, in part, to torso deflections in the actual dummy, that 
are not simulated in the rigid-body mathematical model (e.g., 
curvature of the dummy spine, caused by the rearward hip loading, 
would tend to align a chest accelerometer more closely with the 
direction of the resultant chest acceleration}. 

RESULTS 

Typical detailed results from the mathematical simulation, for 
the case of a lap belt, are presented in Figures 11 through 17. 
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Figure 19. Body and cart responses vs. t ime, run no. A-1 -4 (lap and shoulder 
restraint). 

Similarly, for the case of a combination of lap belt and shoulder 
restraint, typical detailed results are presented in Figures 18 
through 22. In each case, id entical vehicle deceleration pulses, 
from Figure 8, were used . 
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l'i~un• 20. foriclion and belt forces, run no. A-1-4 (lap and shoulder restraint). 

It is obYious from an examination of the resul ts, that a variety 
ul factors musl be considered in an evaluation of perfonnance, 
m " protection-level." Since absolute human tolerance is not clearly 
dl'fm<.'cl fo1· this Lypc of loading, the present study was restricted 
1 n a prdinainar>• ·valuation of tbe relative protection level, as 
p.n·:uHt'lt'I'S wt·rc varit•cf. The following items were included {where 
·•pplic .1hlc) 111 the c~wtluntiom: 
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Figure 21. Assumed load-deflection characteristics of belts, run no. A-1-4 {lap and 
shoulder restrain L). 

1) Peak belt load (primary). 
2) Duration of pr imary peak belt load (90% level). 
3) Secondary peak belt load. 
4) Duration of secondary peak belt load {90% level). 
5) ~agnitude of peak chest acceleration (primary). 
6) Angle of primary peak chest acceleration relative to torso 

centerline. 
7) Duration of primary peak chest acceleration (90% level). 
8) 1tfaximum rare-of-onset of primary chest acceleration. 
9) Magnitude of secondary peak chest acceleration. 
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I we nt• 22. Chcst accclcr<•tion and restraining couples {lap and shoulder restraint). 

Ill) \ll,l{lc of secondary peak chest acceleration relative to torso 
c1·n tel'! inc. 

II ) I htn\lion of !>C<:ondary peak chest acceleration (90% level). 
I ~) tvl.t'\111111111 ra~c-nf-onsc t of secondary chest acceleration. 
I~ ) I tlllt' fu1 111 < 45° 
I 1) 11011 (or 1), ~ 0° 

15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 
23) 

24) 
25) 
26) 
27) 
28) 

Maximum horizontal displacement of hip, relative to cart. 
Maximum vertical displacement of hip. 
Final hip displacement--horizontal} at 01 = 0, 
Final hip displacement--vertical at t = 0.200 sec. 
Peak hip acceleration--horizontal. 
Peak hip acceleration--vertical. 
Maximum knee couple. 
Time of maximum knee couple. 
Horizontal velocity at shoulder, relative lo cart, on return to 
initial horizontal position, or at t = 0.200 sec. 
Peak value of tension in shoulder straps. 
Dw·ation of peak tension in straps (90% level). 
Angle of upper shoulder strap at peak tension. 
Angle of lower shoulder strap at peak tension. 
Torso angle at peak tension in shoulder strap. 

PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are based on early results of parameter 
variations in the described simulation. Because of a lack of com
plete data for validation of the mathematical model, the con
clusions drawn from its response must necessarily be considered 
preliminary. In the interest of brevity, less significant findings 
have been omitted. 

Criteria for Evaluation of Protection L evel 
It appears that this type of analytical approach to the auto

mobile restraint-system problem, if extended in sophistication and 
supported by further research of human tolerance, can lead to 
rational criteria for evaluating the overall relative protection level 
(\\here trade-offs are involved) provided by various systems. I t 
can also serve as a theoretical framework on which to establish 
criteria for the absolute protection level. 

In existing automobile restraint systems, relatively large changes 
in the position and orientation of the occupant can occur during 
a collision. For this reason, an absolute evaluation of the protec
tion level should include the following. 

1) The response of internal organs to the complex torso accel
erations, which include: a) abrupt pulses or "spikes" super-
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Static vs. Dynamic Webbing Tests 

Some investigators have measured differences in load-elongation 
characteristics when the same type of webbings were tested 
statically and dynamically. The present study shows that, even 
though this may be true, the m~onitude of variation between 
separately measured static and dynamic load-elongation charac
teristics, for approximately linear belts, may not be large enough 
lo produce significant differences in dynamic S)'Slem responses 
(insufficient experimental belt data is available to establish the 
magnitude of the variations, also different webbing materials may 
exhibi t different time-loading sensitivity). 

The system response does not appear to be sensitive to relatively 
large ( * 20%) variations in the load elongation of a linear belt 
loop (slack held constant). With the specific parameters and cart 
deceleration used in the calculation shown in Figures 6 and 7, 
a ±20 per cent variation in the linear belt rate resulted in only 
a +2 per cent, -3 per cent variation in peak belt load, and 
+ 1 per cent, -2 per cent variation in peak chest acceleration. 
Hysteresis Effects 

1. Lap Belts: The determination of an optimum value of 
hysteresis (energy dissipation by means of webbing yield) for a 
lap belt will require a study of: 1) the clearance available for 
in<'kknifing of the upper torso, and 2) the anticipated slack in the 
~pccific application. When there is insufficient forward clearance 
avai lable for jackknifing of the occupant, even from the initial 
position of Lhe hip, the reduced speed of jackknifing, produced 
h> a high hysteresis (early occurrence of belt yield, large inelastic 
de-formation) belt, may more than offset the effects of the accom
p.lll)'ing de-crease in the speed of recovery of the hip position. 
I Itt• smnc would be true in cases where a large clearance is avail

.1hlc, sueh as in some rear seats. 

2. Combination Lap Belt and Shoulder Restraint: From a 
li11Htcd par<HJI<.·tcr study of combination restraints, in which the 
hwtlc l<-1 .md lap b<"lt.s were isolated (no equalizaLion of webbing 

lt'IIKIUII ) :nul '''c·rc identic-al in materi c.d properties, the use of a 
hinh lay~C I! a•t·sas lllrtlra·ial was found lO be distinctly advantageous. 

,'\() 

Vehicle Stopping Distance 
The use of a very short stopping distance in a cart test of lap 

belts can produce a distor ted comparison of the strength (when 
belt loads are not measured) and the performance of webbing 
materials with different load-elongation characteristics. This is 
particularly true with slack or the effects of nonlinear low-rate 
elasticity (in which the rate increases with deflection) in series 
with the belt loop, e.g., body elasticity or padding over dummy 

structure. 
A shor t (3.0 inch) cart-stopping distance, at 25 m.p.h., produces 

increases in the magnitudes of both the pr.imary and secondary 
belt loading cycles over those obtained with a more " realistic" 
(17 .0 inch) stopping distance, as encountered in au tomobile 
crashes. Note that the analytically predicted secondary loads do 
not include the effects of seat movement or failw·e. The described 
increases in belt loads are much larger for low-elongation belt 
loops, and further increases are produced in all cases (again, 
larger increases for low-elongation loops) by the presence of slack 

in the belt loop. 
With a longer carl-stopping distance characteristic of auto

mobile crashes, the system response is more dependent on tl1e wave 

form of the cart deceleration. This effect is caused by the increased 
ra tio of the duration of car t deceleration to the natural period of 
the dummy-belt system. (For a discussion of the response of the 
single-degree-of-freedom linear system to various types of single 
acceleration lime pulses see Von Gierke (19)) . I t appears that a 
completely rational testing procedure (for development of speci
fications) would require that a "standard" wave form be developed 
from experimental crash data for each of the various types of 
vehicles (i.e., compact, full-size, unit construction, separate frame, 
front engine, rear engine, etc.) for which belts are to be tested. 
(Note that such data could also serve as a guide to possible struc
tural modifications to improve vehicle deceleration character istics.) 

An alternate solution for immediate testing pmposes would be 
to select an idealized \'\•ave form and stopping distance on the 
basi.-; of the primary wave forms in published test data (e.g., half 
sine wave, A (1- cos wt), etc.). A more extensive analytical and 
experimental study couJd be performed to determine the "worst 
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IMPUT PULSE SHAPE BELT LOAD CHEST ACCELERATION 

( 1) -x(; 1 00~ IOO'l 

107% 

136~ 135% 

IS~ 

162% 160% 

I• 1 'till' .,1, R•·sponsc lo idcalizrd pulse shapes for 17 inch stopping-distance from 
25 •n.p.h. (lap belL). 

po,sthl<•" idealiz<'d wave fo•m for the range of load-elongation 
111 • lll t•·••th .1\':tilablc- belL loops (e.g .• A (1 - cos wt) appears to 
• 1 pn·lwlll llw lllll(l.tlfl<'llt:tl \\ aH· form of published vehicle dccci-

P 

erations, while producing higher belt loads than a half sine wave, 
for the same stopping distance) . 

Vehicle Deceleration Pulse Shape 
If the stru ctural design of an automobile were to be modified 

in order to develop an improved pulse shape for reducing impact 
decelerations, the design goal should be a large structural defor
mation (external to the passenger compartment, of course) w ith 
an early development of the maximum resisting force. The resisting 
force should either decrease gradually or remain unifonn as the 
structural deformation progresses. This conclusion is in general 
agreement with Ryan (16). 

For the specific dummy, belt, and seat parameters used in this 
study program, the peak values of belt load and chest acceleration 
were found tO be dependent on the pulse shape of the vehicle 
deceleration for long duration (greater than 50 m.iUiscconds) pulses 
and nearly independent of the pulse shape for short duration (less 
than 15 milliseconds) pulses. This would be expected from con
sideration of the known response of a linear, single-degree-of
l'r<·cdom system (see Grime (8) and Von Gierke (19) for discus
-;ions ol a single-dq;~ree-of-frecdom system). Since actual vehicle 
colli~ions generally produce pulse durations greater than 50 milli
seconds, the response to various idealized pulse shapes for a con
stant (17 inch) stopping distance at 25 m.p.h., corresponding to 

pulse durations greater than SO milliseconds, was invcstiga(ed. 
The results, listed in the order of increasing belL loads and chest 
accelerations. as indicated by the percentage figures, are shown in 
Figure 23. The required dynamic force deflection of a cart-stopping 
mechanism (or vehicle front structure) for the various pulse shapes 

is shown in Figure 24. 

Effects of Shoulder Restraint 
The addition of a shoulder restraint to a lap belt system (isolated 

restraints, with no equalization of webbing tension) produces in
creases in both the rate of onset and the magnilUde of the resultant 
torso acceleration. This appears to be o·ue for all values of linear 
load-elongation characteristics and slack in the shoulder reso·aint. 

The rate of onset of the resultant torso acceleration is larger 
wi1h "stiiT" (low elongation) webbing in the shoulder restraint. 
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rigurc 24. Dynamic rorce-deflection required in carr-stopping mechanism ror 
Various deceleration Wa\·e rorms. (2000 lb. cart-17 inch SlOpping distance) 

25 m.p.b. 

lso, for a given amount of slack, the peak value of the torso 
~•crclcration tends to be larger with "stiff'' webbing in the shoulder 
rt·sLrai nL However, the sequence of the peak loads in the lap and 
shoulder restraints, as influenced by slack, can produce minor ex
"eptions lo the indicated relationship behveen peak acceleration 
• •nd .,,·ebbing stiffness. 

l'hc described effects occur in a duration range where human 
tultrann~ is not defined at present. The advantages to be gained 
''> preventing impact of the upper torso with the vehicle interior 
lrt' obvious. but the possible penalty in terms of increased internal 

111111rics is not clear. Future studies are planned to examine the 
ovrral l effects on human tolerance in more detaiL 

ll«'lt S lack 

l 'lw I. ar t l hat slack is detrimental to restraint system perform-
ollll < •~. pf t 'Ot ll':-<f", J.:<'lll'rally recognized and is vea·ificd in this 

1-1 

analysis. The elimination of slack in crash simulations, as a means 
of improving repeatability, can produce uncertain and unrealistic 
resul ts. 

Trials of increased slack in the mathematical model have re
sulted in increases in: 1) the peak belt load; 2) the peak value of 
chest acceleration; 3) the speed of jackkni1ing, and 4) the forward 
displacement of the hip relative to the cart. A greater effect occurs 
wiLh stiffer belts (low-elongation webbing). 

Dummy Joint Restraints 
A complete test of a lap belt (for research or t he development 

of specifications) should include runs: 1) with realistic joint re
straints to test the strength of the belt and associated hardware, 
and to determine the maximum values of accelerations and loads 
on the occupant that can originate from the belt, and 2) without 
joint restraints to evaluate the occupant injury that can be pro
duced by impact on portions of the vehicle interior, for the case 
of an occupant in a confined space who is not alerted to the 
impending cr ash. 

The use of large resisting or restoring couples in the principal 
hod)' joints of anLhropometric dummies, to simulate muscle tone, 
has the cfiecr (with a lap belt) of increasing both the belt load and 
thc resulta nt chest acceleration, while reducing both the speed of 
jackknifing and the speed of recovery of the horizontal hip position 
relative to the cart (note that, in this case, d1e effect of the de
creased speed of jackknifing appears to more than offset the 
slightly reduced speed of recovery of the h ip position, as far as in
fluencing the violence of impact on interior structure) . 

Rebound Velocity of Test Vehicle 
In a cart (or vehicle) test, any rebound velocity of the cart must 

be added to the impact velocity, before comparisons can be made 
between "equivalent" test runs. This con-ection is made necessary 
by the fact that the velocity change of the cart relative to the 
dummy determines the se,·eriry of the impact for the restraint 
system. I n cases where a small cart mass permits large dummy
ro-can interactions, the problem of comparing runs is obviously 
much more complicated. 
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Interaction between Lap Belt and Shoulder Restraint 
The use of a slip-ring type of connection between a lap belt 

and shoulder restraint, through which equalization of belt tension 
is allowed tO occur, appears to be detrimental to the restraint
system performance. 

The investigation of shoulder restraints in this study bas been 
very limited; howeYer, a trial calculation was run to explore the 
effects of tension equalization between lap and shoulder restraint, 
t.h.rough a slip-ring type of connection at a common anchorage 
point. The trial run used data that were identical to those for the 
calculation shown in Figures 18 through 22, except for the tension 
equalization. The changes in t·esponse were as follows: 

1) The peak value of chest acceleration was increased by 31 
per cent, primarily because of the simultaneous occurrence 
of the peak loads in shoulder and lap belts. 

2) The peak value of tension in the shoulder restraint was in
creased by 50 per cent. 

3) The peak value of the lap belt loop load was reduced by 
approximately 3 per cent. 

4) Forward mo,·ement of the hip was increased by 44 per cent 
( 4.3 inches), because of the transfer of shoulder-restraint 
slack to the lap belt. 

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED 
OCCUPANT PROTECI'ION AND PLANS FOR 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

General Recommendations 
lu connection with the parameter var1anon studies, some of 

lh<" results appear to be sufficiently clear-cut to justify preliminary 
• tTOll1Jnendation of design goals for improved occupant protection. 
The· specific items are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Yielding Belts or Anchorage: The development of yielding 
(t'lun~ali ng with a constant resisting force) belts or anchorages 
ho11kl he explored for the purposes of: 1) limiting the maximum 

lwlt fo•<'<'. nnd 2) J'<"ducing the total bell elongation for a given 
lolf·c· k vc·l (h) 111cans of an · ~u·ly devclopmen r of the yield force) . 

This recommendation is in general agreement with the conclusions 
drawn by Grime (8) from an analytical srudy and Willich (20) 
from an experimental study. Can-test results, obtained with an 
e.xperimental inelastic "stretch" member in the shoulder restraint, 
are presented by Willich (20). 

Slack-eliminating Devices: The incorporation of a slack
eliminating device (e.g., inertia-actuated locking mechanism) 
should be considered as a possible requirement in restraint-system 
specifications, particularly for the case of a shoulder restraint. The 
effects of slack in a shoulder restraint appear to be similar to those 
in the lap belt, but they are made more extreme by the reJatively 
large magnitude of slack that is generally required for access to 
the vehicle controls. 

Vehicle Structure: Modifications in the design of the front 
structure on automobiles, that would tend to produce: 1) an early 
occurrence of the maximum resistance to impact loading, and 
2) a gradually decreasing or uniform resistance as structural 
deformation progresses should be explored for the purpose of 
improving the protection of restrained occupants. This recom
mcndalion is in general agreement with Ryan (16). Idealized 
loatl-<ieflection characteristics to produce rectangular or decreasing
ramp deceleration wave forms are shown in Figure 24. 

Plans for Further Research 
As indicated previously, it has not been possible during the 

course of this study to obtain complete parameter and test data 
for validation of the developed mathematical simulation. I t is, 
therefore, planned (depending on the cooperation of organizations 
with experimental facilities) to carry out a program of fully
instrumented cart tests of lap belts and of combination restraints, 
with detailed measurements of all parameter d ata required for 
the calculation program, in order to establish the validity (or 
required refinements) of the developed mathematical model. The 
initial validation wiU, of course, be aimed at major system responses. 

After a basic validation of the model, further investigation is 
planned in the following areas with analytical refinements to be 
incorpora ted as required. 
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A. Mtrtlll•motical Model 
I ) l.o11d donJ.{alion and hysteresis of bells and shoulder re-

straints. 
2) 'l'tlrso hendin~. 
\) •· Wit i plash'' eff eel ( addi tiona! degree of freedom for head). 
4) Anc·hot·age location for shoulder restraint (tilting seat back). 
5) ' I'c-nsion equalization between lap belt and shoulderrestraint. 
6) ( 'onstant-force restraints. 
7) .Joint restraints in dummy. 
8) Si:r.e and weight of occupant (child restraints). 
1)) Sea l movement or failure. 

1 0) R estraint of feet by friction on floor . 
J 1) Impact forces on vehicle interior. 

B. Criteria for Protection Level: A comprehensive investigation 
is planned to determine analytical techniques and human tolerance 
data that may be applied, to convert the results of this simulation 
into rational evaluations of absolute protection level. 

Appendix 

SOURCES OF DATA AND PROCEDURES 
FOR ESTIMATING PARAMETERS 

To validate the developed mathematical model, it will be neces
sary to obtain complete parameter data for a specific test series. 
Since this was not possible during the course of the present study, 
it ,.,,as necessary to estimate parameter data. using the best means 
available. The objective in the following sections was, therefore 
I<> obtain realistic estimates. 

Parameters for Anthropometric Dummies and Humans 
Moment of inertia data for the various body segments of an

thropometric dummies and cadavers appears to be quite limited. 
ln Table 1, a summary is presented of data collected from the 
literature during this study, for component weights dimen ions, 
and moments of inertia. In column 8 of Table I , estimates of 
moments of inertia, based on an homogeneous right circular cylin
der ror the torso a nd uniform slender rods for the appendages, are 
presented for comparison. 
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l11 T~hle I. it is seen that values f01· the radii of gyration, i ;, 
:u1d the distances to the centers of gra,·ity of the segments from 
l10rl) joint , p,, arc in relatively close agreement for a wide range 
ol total hoJy wei({hts. 

Web b ing and Be lt L oop Character-istics 
\ vaih1hlc clata for the dynamic or static load-elonaation charac

trnstif·s of belt loops are also quite limited. In Figure 25. a su m 
llt,ll"} 1s prest•nted of a<"tual hdt-loop data and estimates based on: 
1) wc•hbin4 t• h,ll·act(' l"is tics and loop dimemions: 2) existing test 
' l'<'r ifir ri iHIII<;, .1ud 1} rnngcs inclieatrd in th<' litt'raturc. Because 
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Figure 26. Seat cushion load-deflection. 

or the lack of definitive d ata, linear characteristics for increasing 
londs have been used in all of the calculations, wi th the exception 
o f t) IOSC" I ISt'<l 10 t•V,tf u nlC the CITetl'\ O f r ig-id-plastic characteristics. 



'l'l'lilt Cirri Parameters 

\ltluHt~h prl'lilllinnry c;1ln dations have been run, in which 
dttrttiii)·IU·t'·" I intt·ractions were simulated, and future studies are 
pl . ~tuwd 10 c·,·:tluat<.' Ill(' adequacy of the can weight and the 
tupp1111~ llltThanism of various cart facilities, the majority of the 

I ,1!1 rtl , tttOil!\ lUdnt<.' have by-passed thedummy-tO· Cart interactiOnS. 
I Ius is .ttTOtlrplis lled by means of a direct entry of cart (or pas

..,c m~c·r c·otup.u-Lnwnt) decelerations as a forcing function. In such 
t .t~c·s, tlw curl> parameters lhat are used are: 1) initial orientation 
ol dllllllll)'; 2) restrain t system geometry, and 3) seat cushion 
• h.tractr risti<'s. Items ( I ) and (2) bave been scaled from pboto
•t .lphs or estimated for the results presented in thjs paper. Item (3) 
h.t~ h<'C'll lwsccl on the data presented in Figure 26, and on esti
llratc·s ur !'-eat-cushion clamping. The friction force on the seat 
r' tt'llrion bas hccn assumed to be direc tly proportional to the 
\'c•rtical fon·c of the sea t cushion at the hip. 
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